
FIS-ID Module Problem description Comment

3781 BOM When copying a document with a relation to an item via selection EDB-DMS-COP-
STR (menu EDB-DOC-CPY) then   the position number will not be increased if a 
record already exists.

5568 PAC Error message when saving the notes in the form of content of folder Reproduce 
steps: 
1.Insert a folder(e.g. folder-1) to item(e.g. item-1) 
2.Select the record item-1 > select references >> folder(usage) from the context 
menu> the form item in folders appear
3.Select folder-1 in the form > select contents >> tabular  > the form content of folder 
appear
4.Click the refresh button > select the record item-1 > select notes from the context 
menu
5.Insert a record in the note field > save the record
Bug: get a message:
Field "T_PAC_MUL.C_ID" does not exist in "EDB-PAC-MUL-RLI" !
Field "T_PAC_MUL.NTM_REF" does not exist in "EDB-PAC-MUL-RLI" !

5671 ROL In the role concept a position needs to be assigned to each users, which is 
uncomfortable for a large number of users. Better handling will be ensured by the 
assistant. 

In Agile e6 there will be the possibility to create project specific job functions 
in a sub-list of the project form. Also it will be possible to create job-functions 
which assign a role to a group (instead of a user). Both improvements will 
significantly

6828 OTH Changing status in the mask EDB-PPL-POP-ALI -> following error messages will be 
displayed:  The field "T_PPL_DAT.LEV_IND" does not exist in "EDB-PPL-POP-ALI" 
!Element with same index already exist ! (Trash empty ?)

7520 LGV If the amount of float number is larger than the largest integer number then it seems 
as if the rounding  in LGV with rnd() does not work. It creates a negative value.

7634 DTV Search criterias are not taken over under certain conditions: 1) Search item with 
structure in the navigator. 2) Open the item list and select an entry 3) Open these 
umlauts in the same navigator 4) Change into the search mode.

 

7646 LGV When calling the function "lgv_par_log_wri" with a parameter of type 'L' (logical 
variable) you get the error  "Invalid index for field element CSSUSX_ITmp[1].".  The 
reason is an error in "lgv_par_log_wri", the parameter number (last parameter) is 
wrong
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8176 WFL 1. Create a workflow process with an activity, assign a process variable to the actvity   
(at least read/write mode) 
2. Start the workflow process, open the inbox, choose the work item which resulted 
from       the activity 
3. Execute the work item. In the field which represents the process variable, enter the 
following characters:

 !"$%&/>)=<

==> The following message appears in the DataView message window:

Unknown error occurred within workflow executor: null null  
Callstack: 
(EpWorkflowExecutor.cpp,266)   : completeWorkItem

From Agile e5.1- Load ASCII file on server:  
$ep_root/axalant/dmp/lgv_cal_203776.dat in Overwrite Mode

8178 LGV German Version only: If an export of a logic model is started a dialog mask appears 
(probably called from the userexit xief_loa_exp_fin) and asks for the file name of the 
loaded logic model. This dialog box appears only in English language.

From Agile e5.1- Load ASCII file on server:   
$ep_root/axalant/dmp/dtv_fis_08178.dat in Insert Mode

8273 DOC On the PLM Product CD, there is a dmo.zip file there are old files that should be 
pulled from the image.  The axaadr.gif is old and has the old U.S. address 
(Burlington) and our old company name in it.

8298 GTM Create attribute from type money (M10.2). Try to insert a minimum or a maximum 
value (10,00 or 10.00). Error messages appears that this value is not allowed.

From Agile e5.1- Load ASCII file on server: :  
$ep_root/axalant/dmp/lgv_cal_203919.dat in Update Mode

8300 WEB Start > Classification> Atrribute Pool:  on the Web client the second "Name" field is 
missing a label. It appears on the DTV client, but not on the Java client either. Maybe 
it is because it is the second "name" field.

From Agile e5.1- Load ASCII file on server:  
$ep_root/axalant/dmp/dtv_cal_203770.dat in Update Mode

8532 DFM If the module file replication (DFM) is activated the selection of the vault is done by 
the program and the file is saved in the local vault.

Load before FIS-ID: 08870 !!! Delete LGV procedure 
EP_DFM/DFM_CHECK_OUT und EP_DFM DFM_ORD_CAD and load 
loader files "lgv_dfm_fis_08532.bld"  and  "dtv_dfm_fis_08532.bld"   in Insert 
Mode.

8744 OTH The input of a factor for mm3 to m3 (1 x 10e9) leads to a database error: Internal 
database error in  "dmi_ins_mas_tab" (EPSQL "EPQINS") Code -910. Reason is the 
too small accuracy of the field   BVB_MASSEH.MASSEHUFKT.

Field "BVB_MASSEH.MASSEHUFKT" was changed to F38.9. Field 
"BVB_MASSEH.MASSEHID" was changed to S10. 

8785 GTM To define attribute fields in a class they have to be inserted into the attribute pool first. 
On insert, however, only formats up to 12.3 are supported. If the format size is bigger, 
it is rejected. 

The loaderfile changes the line 230 in lgv procedure 
EP_GRP/GRP_CheckClaType from: if (RES == 1 & GRP_FLOAT_TEMP1 > 
0.0 & GRP_FLOAT_TEMP1 <= 12.3)  to  if (RES == 1 & GRP_FLOAT_

8846 HLP When a workflow is started automatically in batch mode, the userexit 
"xwfl_prc_ins_tpl" returns the error  code = 1, which causes the workflow not to start. 
If the same command is executed with the same user in  the DTV-client, it just works 
fine.

8870 DFM We have detected an error in DFM which comes up after each upgrade: there are 
three modes in DFM:  Mode 1 = Online, 2 = Batch, 3 = Cancle 
Before checkout it is checked whether the user belongs to the group which is set in 
the system parameter EDB-DFM-ONLIN.

!! Load loader files for FIS-ID: 08532 first !! Delete LGV procedure  
EP_DFM/DFM_CHECK_OUT and EP_DFM DFM_ORD_CAD and load oader 
files  name="lgv_dfm_fis_08870.bld"  aund   name="dtv_dfm_fis_08870.bld"   
in Insert Mode.
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8896 ECI The ECI does not detect a field menu layout change. Example: "Manager->Configure 
System->Other parameters" Mask EDB-CFG-CFR, Field EDB_ID2  The pre-field 
trigger modifies the field menu according to the contents of EDB_TYPE field.

8985 OTH In the function description of widget_id() the information is missing that the function 
with parameters "SRC" and "DST"  returns the estimated values only in the Edit-
Action-Trigger of the target widget but not in other action userexits of that mask.

 

9020 PAC The View V_PAC_OBJ perform a full table scan on the tables t_pro_dat  
,t_master_dat, t_doc_dat, t_file_dat and t_ppl_dat.

Solved by a new view V_PAC_OBJ. 

9250 HLP Documentation concerning function strsub: This function replaces the first occurence 
in a string expression.

 

9269 HLP There was trouble, that folders were visible in the Windows client in a combined form 
although they had the ending  "-{H}" and therefore that selection should appear only 
in the webclient.

The Userexit xedb_prm must be defined as Pre-Mask-Userexit.

9274 WFL Symptom:  Deleting the duration and limit in an activity template has no effect.
9291 WFL The documentation should have example values for the configuration of notifiers and 

watchdog in production environments  ( .../jboss/conf/<environment>/ABS_<env>.ini )  
notifier -> delay=2000  Watchdog -> PeriodBase=12:00 Watchdog -> Period=0:08 
Watchdog

notifier -> delay=2000   (in sec. resp. >=30 minutes don't change ) Watchdog -
> PeriodBase=12:00 Watchdog -> Peod=0:08  (min -> increase to 15 - 20 
min) Watchdog -> MaxBatchStartupTime=0:30 (min -> don't change )

9309 OFS with your full text search over Office documents the AND combination of search 
strings does not seem to work. I have a document where the two terms "Knoch" and 
"test design" occur, therefore with "|" - as well as the "&"-linkage the document should 
be found.

Search strings have to be combined with 'AND' or 'OR'  This additional 
information is inserted now in the appropriate How to document.

9331 HLP The online help für installation of the office client still contains the old description for 
PLM5.01. The installation process was changed in PLM5.1 and is described in a pdf-
file on the installation cd/dvd called OfficeSuite.pdf

With Agile e6 this is solved. The old installation description for the client has 
been removed.

9342 HLP Documentation for default edv-ver-increment is incomplete: blank as a start value is 
possible with parameter A by choosing a blank in the mask standard value on the 
concerned field.
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9343 WFL The field T_MAIL_DAT.CUR_STAT is too short in standard-dump PLM 5.0.1 and in all 
dumps after upgrade  from xxx to PLM 5.0.1.  VARCHAR2(20)  instead of 
VARCHAR2(40). For example error after rejecting an activity -> state 
open.not_running.rejected.

Change the length of the field T_MAIL_DAT.CUR_STAT from varchar(2)20 to 
varchar(2)40  in the database directly with the following SQL command:  
ALTER TABLE T_MAIL_DAT MODIFY ("CUR_STAT" VARCHAR2(40));  The 
Dataview repository needs to be changed in addition - thus all mask-field 
data in which is this field is used with the SQL command:  
UPDATE T_MAS_FLD
    SET C_WID_VIR = 40,
        C_UPD_DAT = to_date('2004-06-09 17:00:00','YYYY-MM-DD 
HH24:MI:SS'),
        C_VERSION=C_VERSION+1
    WHERE C_ID IN (
       SELECT MASKFIELD.C_ID FROM T_MASK MASK, T_MAS_FLD 
MASKFIELD, T_FIELD FIELD
       WHERE  FIELD.C_ID = 1811210264
       AND    FIELD.C_NAME = 'T_MAIL_DAT.CUR_STAT'
       AND    MASK.C_ID = MASKFIELD.C_ID_1 AND MASKFIELD.C_ID_2 = 
FIELD.C_ID
    );

UPDATE T_FIELD 
    SET C_TYPE='S40',
        C_UPD_DAT = to_date('2004-06-09 17:00:00','YYYY-MM-DD 
HH24:MI:SS'),
        C_VERSION=C_VERSION+1
    WHERE  C_ID = 1811210264d.h. alle

9351 OTH The international country code for China is "CN" and not "TJ" like it is mentioned in 
the country list of PLM.

9407 EIP EIP 1.2: When the BOM contains a large number of data, it cannot be transferred to 
SAP.

Fixed with EIP 2.1

9425 OFS Select more than one record in the office document list and try to update these 
records. As soon as the update button is pressed an hour glass appears, PLM hangs 
and has to be killed.  Error isolation: it comes from the Edit action userexit 
GdmMask/Edit.

9436 OTH There is a problem in the multilevel structure explosion if in the T_MASTER_STR 
additional fields besides POS_NO are set for identifying a position (Index). 

9472 OFS The comment of the LogiView procedure GdmData/Example has to be put to the 
online documentation as  it describes the way how Officesuite works through the field 
"function" of the document template properties.

9476 DTV Goal:  Please provide documentation for the errors that occur during startup for 
Dataview.

Separate documentation (see Agile e5/e6 support web page)

9487 DFM There are problems with the processing of replication orders in the batch on LINUX: 
The replication orders - processed in batch, runs all on errors -  however as 
successful are marked.
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9554 DFM/DOC There is no description of the following DFM parameters in the online documentation.  
(EDB-DFM-ACTIVATE) EDB-DFM-REP-ORD-CRE EDB-DFM-REP-ORD-EXE EDB-
DFM-REP-ORD-EXE-SUC EDB-DFM-REP-ORD-EXE-ERR EDB-DFM-REP-ORD-
REL EDB-DFM-ORD-POS-REL EDB-DFM-REP-ORD-DIALOG

Solved with Agile e6.0

9556 PDW There is no installation documentation for project driven working available on cd. Obsolete. Is part of e6.0 installation now.
9613 DTV Select several records in the office document list mask EDB-DOC-GDM-TLI and set 

the mask in edit mode. This causes the client to hang.
Same as FIS-ID 09425: Solved in the standard dump of Agile e6.0.

9674 UPG upg2.0.0:The Plotsuite upgrade to Agile e5.1 does not work correctly.
9683 OTH It is possible to leave a field with a dropdown menu with a non existing entry even if 

cch_chk_men is used as post-field userexit. 
For multi column entries a pipe has to be attached like cch_chk_men | See 
only help of userexit for further explanation

9687 WEB The Userexit xpdw_cre_acc_tmp called in the procedure 
S01_PRODOCGDM/DocMemCrePreSel returns o in the windows client, in the web-
client it returns -1 when called twice

 

9702 HLP In the Online Help the information concerning loaded userexits is missing Inserted in "Getting Started"
9790 WEB Webclient: In the "Normen"-catchword catalog the server process crashes, if the 

assignment to "Normen" (more than one record) is opened (for example catchword 
"Kugel").

9791 WEB In the folderform of "Normen" different errors appear: relation records cannot be 
displayed in folders and sometimes  even folders cannot be changed at all. Usually 
the server process has crashed already then.

9822 OFS If you try to check in a file folder through the office document mask by drag&drop 
following error message appears: File <foldername> is still not accessible and will not 
be checked in! However, the access rights on the folder are correct.

Solved with Agile e6.0. There was an adaptation in the LogiView function 
GdmFncOle/Init necessary.

9836 EIP Wrong date conversion. Fixed with EIP 2.1 and Agile e6.
9843 DFM Symptom:  DFM not working on e5.1, the xfile function that executes replication, 

xfile_ord_fil_rep function located in the shared object,  libepsrv_fms.so seems to be 
the culprit.  When running this function the file is getting deleted locally. Using the old 
libraries 32.2 from PLM 5.01 worked fine.

9846 DFM When the status is changed from 230 -> 235 the file which is attached to the 
document is copied into a backup vault. Now for the same document two records 
exist in the document file relation.

9867 OTH When in the order form (EDB-CNF-ORD-CFR) a specification assignment (EDB-CNF-
GRP-ORD-ALI) was added by  "Inclusion", it cannot be deleted any more. Error 
message: Cannot change or delete a Specification from source.

9872 OFS The checkout of Excel files with the Officesuite is very slow compared to Word files 
with the same size. After detailled  examinations it seems the error comes from the 
LogiView procedure GdmOffice/XlsLinkCellProp.

9878 BAS xedbusr_tor_upd_val causes an error with AIX5.2
9895 OTH Add a redlining to an image and save, results in a network error java.lang.Exception: 

RemoteException occurred in server thread... 
The problem was the long filename of the image. In the mask and on the 
database the field T_DOC_RDL.BASE_FILE_NAME was only 40 characters 
long. Changed to 255 characters
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9906 MAL The userexit xmail_snd_to_usr returns always 1 (wrong parameters) although the 
parameters are set up  corresponding to the online help. If the result of that call is 
checked, however, everything is ok

The reason for the behavior is a missing default: The default EDB-MAL-SND-
EXT for the user "GLOBAL" (Type: "S") must be there. Value set to 0: An 
internal mail is sent; value set to 1: An additional external mail is sent. The 
documentation of this userexit.

9922 OFS We have been playing around to load and execute Addin's of Excel when loading in 
PLM.  This does not seem to be working. I know addins are not loaded when using 
the createobject (ole)  -> see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/108888/en-us for details.

 

9953 INS At the end of the script axalant_srv.cmd you can find a "endlocal",  without an 
appropriate "setlocal" After inserting this "setlocal" - the Daemon does not hang any 
longer if a wrong environment or username was entered (see FIS ID: 8994)

9957 OTH Error in online hlep concerning revisioning. Objects can only be revisioned in status 
"In Change" 

Note added to doc. 

10072 WFL It is necessary to execute an edit action trigger with a work item. For that purpose the 
mask EDB-WFL-TEMPLATE is  adapted as this mask is used as template for 
generating work item masks for activities attached to a process. 
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